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Once imbued with wmotion, anything that has been through time is 
bound to be inevitably warm and beautiful, particularly,in today of 
hustle and bustle, when quick success Is desired more than ever. 
Accessories and decorations by hand, however, would arouse move 
and touch in the depth  of heart with the inborn grace and elegance. 
Of course, when, miracles and wonders are pivotal and decisive in 
space layers, heart and soul can be flowed. 
The sales office brings bout a carrier of good emory while blendinginto 
details fashio and nature. The aim not to date back, but to look 
foreard is really like a spring to warm your heart and move your soul. 
 

Of  the two –storey, the 1st harbors front desk,sandbox and 
negotiation area, while the 2nd accommodates recreation area and 
gym. Materials of varyng marbles, bamboo veneer and wrought iron, 
are employed throughout  to overspread the nostalgic air and bring  
out the distinguished luxury and nobility. Lines geometrical, pure, 
masculine and feminine, together with high-end furnishings coated in 
metallic, wheat-yellow, bronze and white, highlight the style of art 
deco to carry forward the ever luxury  and honor. 
The backdrop of the front desk involves baking finished glass, whose 
color purity is so imposing and expressive. The wood-beamed ceilings 
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Above the sandbox are winding and undulating. The chandelier of bird 
nest bridges the skylight to cast and spill light around. Aslight and 
shaow are dancing, the aesthetics goes in circle and the euphoria is 
flashing. The negotiation area is wrapped in dense warm light, where 
square water bar and lanterns are configured in good accordance with 

The bar patern. Straightforward lines are intertwined with the 
lingering halo. Marbles with complicated art of wrought iron serve s 
partition.And simultaneously,paintings,sculptures and items of 
wrought iron are in vivid forms to establish a strong artistic sense. 
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